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Abstract: All routers learn route dynamically by routing protocol. As BGP is an inter domain routing protocols, so helps in
learning routers to learn good routes automatically. BGP having its own routing policy which is generally manually configured.
Here we are trying to implement good routes based on geographic information as a routing policy. We will take it as an
attribute with system MIB in SNMP with open source code to analyze the route.
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1. INTRODUCTION [1], [2], [3], AND [4]

The concept of Geographical information was however given
previously but did not give any idea how we can use this.
Here we will present an idea to implement this concept in
BGP. Geographic information can help routers to select
routing paths with shortest geographic distance and
significantly improve the performance of the global Internet
routing system. In general, multiple routes to the same
destination have the same policy preference and BGP breaks
the tie by picking the route with the smallest AS hop
count.However because routes with the smallest AS hops
may not have the shortest geographic distance, data may
travel longer distances which result in performance
reduction. TCP round trip time also increases with the
distance. When a message flow occurs, the total time taken
by the message transfer sequence is always equal to TCP
RTT. So if distance is more, overall time factor will be
multiplicative factor of two to the ratio of distance.

2. DECISION [1], [2], [3], AND [4]

An inter-domain routing protocol must first choose routes
that satisfy given routing policies. Within the policy
constraints, the routing protocol should also be able to
choose the routes that offer good data delivery performance.
Due to the ever increasing density of AS interconnectivity,
a router usually has multiple alternative paths to choose
within its policy constraints. The performance of the path
selection process can be measured either within an ISP (e.g.,
by the link metric), or end-to-end (e.g., by end-to-end
delivery delay). ISPs desire good local performance that can
minimize their cost in forwarding data traffic, as well as good
end-to-end delivery performance to attract end users.
Choosing the path with minimum AS hop count can be
viewed as an attempt to improve end-to end performance.
Among alternative paths with the same AS hop count, BGP

follows a multi-step decision process to nail down the final
choice, and one important step is to choose the path with
minimum IGP cost, which can be seen as an attempt to
minimize AS internal cost. We define here how that BGP
path selection can be significantly improved with location
information. Instead of minimum AS hop count, we can
choose paths with shortest end-to end distances. Due to the
rich connectivity in the Internet topology, we expect
geographic distance to have good correlation with end-to-
end delay. Short end-to-end delay can provide benefits to
interactive, real-time applications, as well as to non-realtime
applications. Traversing shorter distance (and fewer routing
devices) can also reduce the chance of outage, delay jitter,
congestion and packet losses.

Fig. 1: The Route via C Travels 3,600 miles, Whereas the
Route via B Travels 700 miles
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AS2 is a peer of both AS1 and AS3 and treats the routes
from them with equal preference. To reach an AS3’s prefix
in A, the AS2’s router in B, has two candidate routes: [AS2
AS3] and [AS2 AS1 AS3]. BGP picks the first route, which
is one AS hop shorter than the second route but five times
longer in geographic distance. This may lead to higher end-
to-end latency and lower TCP throughput.

3. GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION IN ROUTING
ANNOUNCEMENT [1], [2], [3], AND [4]

We assume each BGP router is configured with its geo-
location information. When an origin AS A announces a
route, we define a new BGP attribute to attach geographic
location information, (xoutA, youtA), to the announcement,
where x, youtA represents the geographical latitude and
longitude of the exit point of AS A. When this announcement
propagates through ASes B and C, the AS path [A B C] goes
through three ASes via ingress and egress routers of each
AS. Each egress border router attaches its own location
information to the BGP update message. Based on the per-
hop location information, a router can estimate its distance
to the destination prefix and use this information to replace
the minimum AS hop count in its route selection.

A. UPDATE message [5] and [6]: The UPDATE
message always includes the fixed-size BGP header,
and can optionally include the other fields as shown
below:

 +-----------------------------------------------------+

|Unfeasible Routes Length (2 octets) |

 +-----------------------------------------------------+

|Withdrawn Routes (variable) |

+-----------------------------------------------------+

|Total Path Attribute Length (2 octets) |

+-----------------------------------------------------+

|Path Attributes (variable) + Geographic Location |

 +-----------------------------------------------------+

|Network Layer Reachability Information (variable) |

 +-----------------------------------------------------+

Here all attributes are well known and can be found
in RFC (1771).

B. Path attributes: A variable length sequence of path
attributes is present in every UPDATE. Each path
attribute is a triple < attribute type, attribute length,
attribute value> of variable length. Attribute Type is
a two-octet field that consists of the Attribute Flags
octet followed by the Attribute Type Code octet.

1   0    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

|Attr. Flags |Attr. Type Code |

If the Extended Length bit of the Attribute Flags octet
is set to 1, then the third and the fourth octets of the

path attribute contain the length of the attribute data
in octets. The remaining octets of the Path Attribute
represent the attribute value and are interpreted
according to the Attribute Flags and the Attribute Type
Code. The supported Attribute Type codes, their
attribute values are used in decision process.

We will discuss in detail parameters which tells the
information about the AS numbers required to reach the
source using advertised route. One of such type is AS_PATH.

1. AS_PATH (Type Code 2): AS_PATH is a well-known
mandatory attribute that is composed of a sequence
of AS path segments. Each AS path segment is
represented by a triple <path segment type, path
segment length, path segment value>. The path
segment type is a 1-octet long field with the following
values defined:

Value Segment Type

1. AS_SET: Unordered set of ASs a route in the
UPDATE message has traversed.

2. AS_SEQUENCE: Ordered set of ASs a route in
the UPDATE message has traversed.

The path segment length is a 1-octet long field
containing the number of ASs in the path segment
value field. The path segment value field contains one
or more AS numbers, each encoded as a 2-octets long
field.

2. USAGE of AS_PATH: This attribute identifies the
autonomous systems through which routing
information carried in this UPDATE message has
passed. The components of this list can be AS_SETs
or AS_SEQUENCEs. When a BGP speaker propagates
a route which it has learned from another BGP
speaker’s UPDATE message, it shall modify the route's
AS_PATH attribute based on the location of the BGP
speaker to which the route will be sent:

(a) When a given BGP speaker advertises the route
to another BGP speaker located in its own
autonomous system, the advertising speaker shall
not modify the AS_PATH attribute associated with
the route.

(b) When a given BGP speaker advertises the route
to a BGP speaker located in a neighboring
autonomous system, then the advertising speaker
shall update the AS_PATH attribute as follows:

• If the first path segment of the AS_PATH is
of type AS_SEQUENCE, the local system
shall prepend its own AS number as the last
element of the sequence (put it in the leftmost
position).

• If the first path segment of the AS_PATH is
of type AS_SET, the local system shall
prepend a new path segment of type
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AS_SEQUENCE to the AS_PATH, including
its own AS number in that segment.

When a BGP speaker originates a route then:

• The originating speaker shall include its own
AS number in the AS_PATH attribute of all
UPDATE messages sent to BGP speakers
located in neighboring autonomous systems.
(In this case, the AS number of the originating
speaker's autonomous system will be the only
entry in the AS_PATH attribute).

• The originating speaker shall include an
empty AS_PATH attribute in all UPDATE
messages sent to BGP speakers located in its
own autonomous system. (An empty
AS_PATH attribute is one whose length field
contains the value zero).

The minimum length of the UPDATE message is 23
octets – 19 octets for the fixed header + 2 octets for
the Unfeasible Routes Length + 2 octets for the Total
Path Attribute Length (the value of Unfeasible Routes
Length is 0 and the value of Total Path Attribute Length
is 0). An UPDATE message can advertise at most one
route, which may be described by several path
attributes. All path attributes contained in a given
UPDATE messages apply to the destinations carried
in the Network Layer Reach ability Information field
of the UPDATE message. An UPDATE message can
list multiple routes to be withdrawn from service. Each
such route is identified by its destination (expressed
as an IP prefix), which unambiguously identifies the
route in the context of the BGP speaker - BGP speaker
connection to which it has been previously been
advertised. An UPDATE message may advertise only
routes to be withdrawn from service, in which case it
will not include path attributes or Network Layer
Reachability Information. Conversely, it may advertise
only a feasible route, in which case the WITHDRAWN
ROUTES field need not be present. In this message
structure there is no place for putting the distance. This
causes the destination router to select unoptimised
routes sometime.

4. PROPOSED SOLUTION

There are two prime considerations for the new solution:

• It should impact existing implementation that much.

• The calculation of distance metric should not
overburden the router.

We will introduce two ways to incorporate this
information in the BGP update messages.

A. First approach: One way to implement is that we can
enhance the existing AS segment values for AS_PATH
attribute in update message. The router can add
coordinates of each AS no to AS path segment while

moving from one AS to another AS. So AS path
segment will be like this:

<path segment type, path segment length, path segment
value>

Path segment value will be further have a pair of AS
number and geographical coordinates.

So the modified process for updating AS_PATH will
be as given below:

(a) When a given BGP speaker advertises the route
to another BGP speaker located in its own
autonomous system, the advertising speaker shall
not modify the AS_PATH attribute associated with
the route.

(b) When a given BGP speaker advertises the route
to a BGP speaker located in a neighboring
autonomous system, then the advertising speaker
shall update the AS_PATH attribute as follows:

• If the first path segment of the AS_PATH is
of type AS_SEQUENCE, the local system
shall prepend its own AS number as the last
element of the sequence (put it in the leftmost
position). Also it should enter its geographical
coordinates along with AS number.

• If the first path segment of the AS_PATH is
of type AS_SET, the local system shall
prepend a new path segment of type
AS_SEQUENCE to the AS_PATH, including
its own AS number in that segment. Also it
will add the geographical co-ordinates along
with AS number.

When a BGP speaker originates a route then:

• The originating speaker shall include its own
AS number and geographical location in the
AS_PATH attribute of all UPDATE messages
sent to BGP speakers located in neighboring
autonomous systems. (In this case, the AS
number of the originating speaker's
autonomous system will be the only entry in
the AS_PATH attribute).

• The originating speaker shall include an
empty AS_PATH attribute in all UPDATE
messages sent to BGP speakers located in its
own autonomous system. (An empty
AS_PATH attribute is one whose length field
contains the value zero).

The destination node when receives the updated
message, in decision process it will first calculate
the distance using the coordinate information.

B. Disadvantages: The approach given above has some
disadvantages.

• The destination node would be able to know
which path is best by adding all coordinates
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values. It will make the computing algorithm
complex and will overburden the router processor.

• As with mandatory attributes, all nodes needs to
change their software otherwise existing
functionality will broken up.

C. Second approach: The BGP updates message will
introduce an optional message for the total length and
will also add the distance field with individual AS for
router to make more intelligent decisions.

The name of the new attribute will be GEO_LENGTH
( Type code 8).

0 1

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

 Attr. Flag |Attr. Type Code|

1101000000001000

The first four flag signify the following things Field 1
( bit 0): This defines that GEO_LENGTH is optional.
Field 2 ( bit 1): This defines that GEO_LENGTH is
transitive. Field 3 ( bit 2): This defines that
GEO_LENGTH is not partial. Field 4 ( bit 3): This
defines that GEO_LENGTH will be two octet long.

It will be two octet field. If the overflow occurs in
distance field, it will use the extended length parameter.
The two octet will have following value

Octet 1: Longitude of last forwarding node.Octet 2:
Aerial Distance

The rules of router to update this field are give below:

(a) When a given BGP speaker advertises the route
to another BGP speaker located in its own
autonomous system, the advertising speaker shall
not modify the AS_GEO_LENGTH attribute
associated with the route.

(b) When a given BGP speaker advertises the route
to a BGP speaker located in a neighboring
autonomous system, then the advertising speaker
shall update the GEO_LENGTH attribute as
follows:

• If the router does support this field, it will
calculate the aerial distance from the
neighbor who have sent this message. It will
add the distance to GEO_LENGTH. This
new value will be used in decision process
as well as while forwarding the message. Also
while forwarding the message it will update
the first octet with its own coordinates.

• If the field is not present in the original
message (when source does not support the
extension) while forwarding the message it
will add the field. Also it will update the first
octet with its own coordinates.

• If the router does not recognize
GEO_LENGTH, and the message contains
GEO_LENGTH it will forward the message
and set the Partial field to 1.

When a BGP speaker originates a route then:

• The originating speaker shall include the
GEO_LENGTH to all its external peers and
it must set its value to 0. Also it will set the
first octet with its own longitude information.

• The originating speaker shall include an
empty GEO_LENGTH attribute in all
UPDATE messages sent to BGP speakers
located in its own autonomous system. And
shall set the GEO_LENGTH to 0. It shall set
the first octet with its longitude location.

D. Calculation of distance: The calculations of distance
include finding the current location as well as
calculating the distance between two geographic
locations. There is no universal accepted way for
calculating these attributes. We are proposing here a
novel approach to calculate these fields while using
the existent infrastructure.

E. Finding current location: The node generating the
update traffic does not know about the location of the
destination. But it knows its location as defined in
system mib (RFC 1213).

Our implementation will read the sysLocation attribute
of RFC 1213 and will put in the update message. The
structure of system MIB is

Attribute OID value

System  1.3.6.1.2.1.1

system. sysDescr  1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1

system.sysObjectID  1.3.6.1.2.1.1.2

system.sysUpTime  1.3.6.1.2.1.1.3

system.sysContact  1.3.6.1.2.1.1.4

system.sysName  1.3.6.1.2.1.1.5

system.sysLocation  1.3.6.1.2.1.1.6

system.sysServices  1.3.6.1.2.1.1.7

In the above MIB structure OID 1.3.6.1.2.1.1.6
suggest the location of router. Our implementation will
take the benefit of this parameter and will work
seamlessly.

The existing routers need to set this parameter for the
longitude locations of the router.

F. Finding distance: Our software implementation will
take sysLocation as a parameter and calculate the aerial
distance. Though the actual distance can be different
from the aerial distance, aerial distance will give the
fair amount of comparative distances between routers.
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Given the longitude points, there is well known way to
calculate the aerial distance which will be used in our
implementation.

The modified decision process will be used:

1. Weight check.

2. Local preference check.

3. Local route check.

4. GEO Length check.

5. AS path length check.

6. Origin check.

7. MED check.

The change happened at step 4th. Here our proposed
solution is using the GEO Length before checking the AS
path length. Now the routes will choose the routes which
are optimized in terms of geographic length.

5. CONCLUSION

Our proposed solution however using the existing
infrastructure but giving the best way to implement

geographical distance. At the same time, existing routers
processor will not be affected and mandatory attributes need
not to change their functionality.
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